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1 Resting Roman cedes
nothing when taken in
by element of Morse.
(7)
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5 Cohabit? Puck has a
way. (5,2)
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10 Cinephile shaker's
sidekick takes one in
with sense of self. (9)
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11 Cereal said to be dryly
humorous. (3)
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9 Sentimentality-free
sign points to Italian
resort. (5)

12 Cassata, you know,
can include Indonesian
kebab. (5)
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13 Bookworm's extremes
hug most of Leopold,
oddly, for Joycean
hero. (5)
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14 Cereal said to be
labyrinth. (5)
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16 Old foible about vital
spark. (9)
19 Best hamlets (villages)
furnish two beginners
each with our conduct.
(9)
20 Cold, white and
smooth, 22/7 (approx.)
with short French saint
(female). (5)
22 Placates without
application - soothes.
(5)
24 Ran into aluminium to
give......aluminium,
perhaps? (5)
26 Generally in the White
House up to JFK's
time. (3)
27 Odd ringer arranged
valorous deeds. (7-2)
29 Western stick-up
warning for stretch of
water. (5)
30 Quaker Colonial rolls
in hay for old coin. (7)

31 Shed tears inside Brief
Department to
unscramble. (7)
Down
1 Propriety secured by
Thirties art style with
Caribbean spirit. (7)
2 Helpers in scramble to
restore full supply. (9)
3 Anno Domini with
mobile operating
system for Pancho
Villa's farewell. (5)
4 Ill in the red for
Mexican ground
cherry. (9)
5 Say, about that pair of
fives.......shrewd! (5)
6 Archaic assent puts
listener in mind of
viewer. (3)

7 Ancient capital
reassigned to Tokyo.
(5)
8 Heart of papyrus in the
middle of Khufu's
place of rest. (7)
13 Bold, enrapturing
brilliance of Parker led
1940's jazz movement.
(5)
15 Don't Be Cruel visibly
protects the King. (5)
17 Evergreens with
founder of cricket's
home for old
Admiralty bigwig.
(5,4)
18 Stubbornness comes
from resolving by
actions. (9)
19 Span from respiration
around bonesupporting vitamin. (7)

21 As far as I can see,
opens Marley's
confession about
sheriff? Sounds that
way! (7)
23 Fight for a remnant?
(5)
24 It's excessively humid
- very Spanish, about
two grams. (5)
25 Regularly sample
Shelley or "Vincent"
for type of poetry
based on emotion. (5)
28 Country tavern passed
on way into Innsbruck.
(3)

